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…today, is the courtesy of a
great scientist – Ibn al-Haytham.
Dubbed as the ‘Father of
modern optics’, this man made
outstanding contribution to the
understanding of vision, optics
and light. And yet, we know little
of this man who brought light
into our lives. 

Bhawna Tuteja, GT Network

T
he year 2015 is being heralded as

the year of light by the United Na-

tions Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), as it

marks the 1000th anniversary of ‘Kitab al-

Manazir’, a seven volume treatise on op-

tics, written by Ibn al-Haytham. So, as the

world resonates amidst the sounds of ‘Let

there be light’, we flip through pages of

history to know more about the man who

shoved away darkness and introduced us

to the world of light.    

Once upon a time…
…in the town of Basra, present day Iraq,

Al-Hasan Ibn al-Haytham, was born. As he

grew up, he studied the characteristics of

light and the mechanism of vision and be-

came one of the first scientists to do so. 

One day, he saw light shining through a tiny

pinhole into his darkened room, projecting

an image of the world outside onto the op-

posite wall. Ibn al-Haytham realised that

what he was seeing were images of objects

outside the dark room lit by the sun. 

After research, he established that light

rays travel in straight lines and vision is ac-

complished when a light ray is issued from

a luminous source or is reflected from such

a source before it enters the eye.This came

as a major breakthrough for before this,

different, but incorrect views about vision

were given by Greek thinkers, scientists

and scholars. While some said rays came

out of the eyes, others thought something

entered the eyes to represent an object. 

People of the 21st century should thank
him for had it not been for him we would
still have been living in ‘darkness’. 

He decided to prove it…
…for what he had discovered was not

enough. “If learning the truth is the scien-

tist’s goal… then he must make himself

the enemy of all that he reads,” he is

known to have said. He  emphasised the

need to conduct experiments to test the

written rather than blindly accepting it. Up

until this time, conducting experiments to

prove theoretical postulates was a rather

scarce thing to do. 

He confirmed his discovery by experi-

menting with his dark room (calling it Al-

bayt al-Muzlim)- translated into Latin

as camera obscura, a device that forms the

basis of photography. He conducted sev-

eral additional experiments using special

apparatus of lenses and mirrors. His

methodology of using experiment to ver-

ify theory, shows certain similarities to

what later became known as the modern

scientific method.

So, today, if science asks you to ‘prove it’,
it is courtesy this man for he brought to
light the importance and rationale of
‘proof and evidence’.

He spread light…
…amidst scientists and thinkers, giving

them a foundation for future research . 

He wrote Book of Optics (Kitab al-Man-

azir) and its Latin translation (De As-

pectibus), a seven volume treatise which

inspired several scientists in the following

years. He wrote 96 books, many of which

were on the subject of light. Some of them

include The Rainbow and the Halo, Para-

bolic Burning Mirrors, The Formation of

Shadows, Discourse on Light etc.

Latin translations of some of his works are

known to have influenced important me-

dieval and European Renaissance thinkers

like Roger Bacon, René Descartes and

Christiaan Huygens.

With new scientific insights such as those

of Ibn al-Haytham, Muslim civilisation

made significant contribution to the  sci-

entific knowledge in the pre-modern age. 

So, the science of light, today, traces its
roots back to this man. But as science
evolved, we lost this man in pages of his-
tory.  And this story remains an attempt
to light up the lost legacy. G  T

Light, as we know it…

..said Soumya Mukerji, deputy editor,
Platform magazine, at the GT Awards,

where she made an appearance as
the editorial judge. Here is what

she has to say about her
poetry-art project Kavi, and

her journey as a journalist
and a poet as she opens up
to the Amitians and
inspires them.

Your project ‘Kavi’ is an
amalgamation of poetry and
visual arts. What inspired
you to link the two?
There weren’t enough visual

expressions of poetry, and it

always stayed in the back-

ground. Something needed

to bring it to the fore - and

nothing works like a vi-

sual, colourful medium

that you can carry

along in everyday life,

like a bag or a

notepad or a lamp

with a verse on

it. Art is but an amalgamation of all creative

expression, so the idea was to create a banner

to bring it together.

How has your journey been as a journalist
and as a poet?
It’s been beautiful and at the same time tough.

While my role as an editor requires me to turn

into super-scissor hands, my part as a poet has

me musing as aimlessly as it can get. Switch-

ing hats can be challenging sometimes since

the poet comes unannounced often at the most

inappropriate times, but once the edit cloak

comes on, the focus shifts on the copy at hand

almost immediately. The key is to set one hat

aside while wearing the other, although keen

observation is something that strongly con-

nects the two. 

Which has been your best and most engaging
story till date?
I’ve done innumerable stories and loved and

hated many of them, but I think the closest to

my heart is an interview I did at the age of 20

- with one of my favourite authors, Paulo

Coelho, for The Times of India. I shot the

questions straight from the heart and that’s

how he answered them -— straight from his

heart. What comes second is the Safe in the

City campaign I headed at HT, after the hor-

rific Dec 16 gang rape, to show women easy

ways to defend themselves in life-threatening

situations. 

How do you view the prospects of print media
over electronic media?
While the printed word will always hold its

own, journalism is no more an isolated

medium - it is convergent and multi-dimen-

sional - the same story has text, video, voice

clips, mobi-feeds, tweet versions, live updates

and everything that makes it more interesting,

immediate and interactive. News never knew it

this good. 

What message would you like to give the stu-
dents on sorting their priorities?
In life, the learnings are forever. So soak in all

that comes to you, and keep an eye out on your

calling — that’s why it’s called that — it will

come to you if it hasn’t already. And as you

evolve, so will your dreams and priorities. So

go with the flow and focus on each important

task that life throws your way. But along the

way, never ignore three things — your health,

your family and friends and your education.

They can make or break everything else in

your life!G  T

Keep an eye out
on your calling…

Know light, P 4

Light experiments, P 6-7

2015 is being celebrated as
the year of light by UNESCO
to recognise the
achievements in the field of
light and mark its importance
for mankind. This special
edition is our way of being
thankful for the gift of ‘light’.
Flip through the pages and
traverse the journey from
darkness to light.
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